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THIS MONTH:
SECRETARY’S NOTES

SECRETARY’S
NOTES

MICHAEL
MITTLEMAN

T

he March General Meeting was called to order by LIW
President Mike Daum at 7:05 PM. The session was in livestreaming format due to COVID-19 restrictions.

ANNOUNCEMENTS Mike D. discussed the possibility of holding a live,
in-person meeting in May. The decision will depend on the prevailing
COVID-19 situation at that time. Stay tuned…
OTHER BUSINESS The idea of a June picnic and the previously mentioned possibility of an in-person General Meeting in May will be discussed at the next board meeting which is tentatively scheduled for
April 19th. Social distancing and other member safety issues are of primary concern.
Mike Mittleman provided a recap of the progress to date regarding the
transition to 501(c)(3) status. A follow-up telephone call with the IRS
revealed that typically 90 days are required for electronic 501(c)(3)
applications. Given that information, we expect an IRS determination
by the middle of April.

LICFM

Jim Moloney, Woodturners Guild SIG President, indicated there will be
a Zoom meeting on 3/11. Jim wants to develop a list of topics and
presenters for future sessions. Steve Kelman mentioned a Scrollsaw
meeting on 3/18. Steve reminded all of the chapter bird challenge. Ben
Nawrath, Cabinet and Furniture Makers SIG President, has scheduled
a Zoom meeting for 3/9. The primary discussion will focus on use of
the Golden Ratio for design work.

TURNERS GUILD
LISA
PUZZLE
MICHAEL MITTLEMAN’S
SHAKER LAP DESK

New Members None present.
TREASURER’S REPORT Treasurer Steve Fulgoni indicated that the balance is holding steady.

The Woodrack

MEMBERSHIP REPORT Membership Director Joe Bottigliere reported
that the membership rolls have remained constant.

Volume 30 Number 4

SHOW AND TELL Corey Tighe displayed his newly acquired SawStop
Crosscut Sled, Richter Chisels from Narex, and his Oliver planer/jointer. Corey is doing his best to keep the tool industry thriving.

Next meeting
Wednesday April 7th, 7 pm
Virtual Meeting

Bill Leonhardt showed the wonderful box he made to commemorate
his grandson’s Eagle Scout award.

Pre meeting chat starts at 6:30
The Show and Tell portion of the meeting was somewhat abbreviated
so members could switchover to a private YouTube presentation made
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by Tom McLaughlin.
PRESENTATION – VENEERING OVERVIEW BY TOM MCLAUGHLIN
Tom started his information-packed discussion of veneering with several general observations. While veneer is not
subject to wood movement, that is a consideration for the substrate. The veneer is often about 1/42nd of an inch
thick or around 0.24”. The practical maximum thickness is 1/8” or 0.125”. Veneer must be applied to both sides
of the substrate.
Commonly used tools for veneer work include J-rollers, scalpels, veneer saws, utility knives, and straight-edges.
Substrates are often premium plywood such as Baltic Birch (especially when strength is required and/or screws will
be used)), and MDF (most common).
Tom mentioned that a block plane or a router and a flush-cut bit can be used to create perfect veneer edges. The
veneer + substrate is sandwiched and pressed between two boards before making the joinery cuts.
Tom demonstrated using a vacuum press for clamping the veneer and substrate. He has good success with manual
vacuum systems, thereby avoiding the expense of acquiring a vacuum pump.
Tom’s presentation offered a lot of information in a compressed time. Thank you, Tom and your able technical
director Kris, for the guidance and sharing of expertise.
Adjournment The meeting adjourned at 9:40 PM.
March Meetings
There will be a live-stream General Meeting starting at 7 PM on April 7, 2021. The session will be on Zoom and
Facebook.
There is a Board Meeting tentatively scheduled for April 19th starting at 7 PM.
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BOB WOOD

LICFM

T

o begin the March 9th meeting, there was an extensive “Show and Tell.”

SHOW AND TELL Rob DeMarco made some picture frames of sapele with a nice beaded border and walnut
splines. The border was made with a Whiteside beading bit, which Rob found pleasing to use. The bits can be
sharpened several times. The conversation turned to cleaning solutions for blades. Rob made an additional frame
from American Beech. Rob also showed a miter or picture frame jig he made from a framing square, plywood,
and toggle clamps.
Barry Saltsberg made a round bowl from plywood he had obtained from a dismantled ramp. It was formed using
a number of rings stacked together. Barry also made a cane from a two by four. Barry carved the head on the
cane. He also designed a saw buck for cutting logs. The middle is open so the logs can be ripped. All the pieces
were made with plywood and the entire apparatus can be disassembled.
Rick Nicolini made an in-wall cabinet from an old in wall hamper. Rick modified the hamper by taking it apart
and installing glass shelves, and replaced the old metal doors with wooden manufactured closures. He made a
tabletop hockey platform for the Toys for Tots program. Rick also showed an easel he bought online to work
upright on certain projects.
Jim Hennefield showed hexagonal boxes that were somewhat boat-shaped. When Jim cut the box to make the
top, he used a utility knife to score the cut mark and then did the actual cutting with a Dozuki saw that has no
teeth for the first five millimeters so it can line up with the kerf. The non-toothed edge of the saw is at the same
level as the toothed portion.
Tom Ryan showed the progress he has made on a workbench under construction. Tom has installed cabinets in
and under the cavity. He also showed a Jet 1 ½ horsepower drum sander. To address some problems Tom was
having with dust collection, he made a cyclone with two Home Depot buckets and is happy with the results.
Ben Nawrath made an enhanced pencil sharpener by using a medicine bottle to catch the shavings and the pencil
sharpener glued in the top.
Joe Maday provided the group with an update on his Bombay Chest. Joe detailed the drawer bottom installation.
Nails were used, which he purchased from Tremont. The nail heads were too small. They had to be heated and
beaten wider to achieve a better hold. Joe predrilled for nails that were going through pine into cherry. Aligning
the narrow part of the nail with the grain avoided splitting the wood. Regarding expansion, contraction, and
cracking, Rich McCrae asked about the width of the drawer bottoms, which are 31”. The quarter-sawn wood may
help, but it was not determined by how much. Joe also addressed the question about the escutcheons and how he
bent them over a towel to conform to the drawer fronts. The brass escutcheons were purchased from Optimum
Brass in England.
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DISCUSSION – GOLDEN RATIO (1.6180339887498948482045868343656…)
The main topic was a revisitation to the Golden Rule, Spiral, Ratio, Mean or Triangle and how it applies to design.
Barry showed a box with spirals and square and rectangular boxes proportionately drawn inside the box which fit
the ratio. A Fibonacci gauge is also another method to determine the correct ratio. It was mentioned that Wood
Magazine published an article on making the Fibonacci Gauge. Mike Mittleman also had previously provided
plans for making the same gauge in the Woodrack. Throughout the discussion a common theme was that the
“ratio” is a naturally occurring phenomenon. Tom Ryan has thought about incorporating the ratio when making
cutting boards. Tom also showed a desk with the “Golden Rule” application. Ben Nawrath questioned whether
or not Jim Hennfield’s hexagonal boxes follow the “Rule.” Ben said that Phi (or the Golden Ratio of 1.618) was
used to make table legs, the fat part to the narrow. The Golden Rule is sometimes also used by turners. Ben
brought up the color aspect affecting the visual ratio. Artists also use the ratio to get the right proportions. The
question is “did the artist figure mathematically how the creation was to be or was it natural to the eye?” Nate
Lanzilotta bought a Bridge City gauge years ago and returned it. Rob DeMarco said there is a Lee Valley “Phi”
ruler that uses the correct proportions. The “ratio” is found in some music compositions and also ancient architecture for which examples were cited. Overall, the topic is something that woodworkers should keep in mind
during the design phase of projects.
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BARRY SALTSBERG

TURNER’S GUILD

P

resident Jim Maloney started the March 11th meeting with the announcement that the AAW will again hold
a virtual symposium in lieu of a live one. However, this year there will be multiple simultaneous demonstrations like at a live symposium, but all demos will be recorded, and available for viewing afterward.

The symposium next year (2022) will be live in Chattanooga, TN. The Lancaster symposium is cancelled this year.
SHOW AND TELL Jim M. displayed a tool he made to make seed pots from newspaper.
Rick N. showed some articles from Wood Magazine; also, a carved wooden disc.
Barry S. had some projects made from the material from the ramp he made to allow his partner accessibility during
her convalescence from her ankle fractures, a saw buck (to hold logs to cut with a chain saw), and a cane and a plywood hollow form.
Charlie F. showed a yew bowl filled with turned apples and pears.
Nate L. had some nice weed pots.
Michael Y. displayed a pepper mill and a rolling pin made from walnut and maple that was cut and re-glued in an
interesting pattern.
Joe P. showed a cherry bowl with a flat-rim that had a natural edge.
Tony F. had a sycamore vase with a perforated feature and a bowl from cherry crotch with carved decoration.
Rob D. made a walnut vase.
Gary M. showed a cherry platter. He showed a rough-turned bowl and discussed the way it came out of the log. He
also discussed how several hollow forms he showed came from the log, and how they might deform over time. He
suggested the book Understanding Wood by R. Bruce Hoadley.
DISCUSSION Jim asked what future topics the members might want to see in the future. Some suggested topics
included: butterflies, sharpening (which engendered a discussion of tool angles), turning materials other than wood,
lathe maintenance and lathe selection for new turners.
An interesting meeting. Show & Tell indicated that the members have been busy in the shop during lock-down.
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ROBERT CARPENTIER

LISA

P

resident Steven Kelman started the March 18th meeting with a call to continue our annual contribution of
$50 to Steve Good. It was approved. Steve Good is well known to us for his SCROLLSAW WORKSHOP
website, where he gives a free pattern every day, yes free, every day. Joe Pascucci recommended we purchase
a DVD from his site that has over 3,300 designs. That is every published pattern since 2007. It costs only $20 plus
shipping. Joe felt that this is something of a give back to this incredibly prolific artist. I, for one, certainly agree and
will order mine today.
SHOW AND TELL Our chapter challenge was to make something related to birds.
Joe P. Showed a very nice fretwork piece of leaves with a humming bird. He also showed us a technique he uses to
easily insert the blade into the fretwork holes on the bottom of the piece being worked on. He makes a countersink
hole so there is a much more visible hole to get through.
Rolf Displayed a piece with a hummingbird amongst flowers. The red and green colors were Unicorn Spit (a stain)
and the other colors were alcohol dyes. There was nice shaping of the flowers and bird wings.
Patti Presented a really beautiful bird puzzle which was superbly cut. She also showed an incredible sailboat on the
water. Staring at the waves could send viewers into hypnotic trances. The last piece was a Valentine’s Day gift in
which the word “Love” was cut with a heart. The letters were white with red dots stuck on, and the heart was red
with white dots. Patti is often hit with the question “How long have you been scrolling” and shock comes over people’s faces when she answers “Two years.”
I showed a 5” x 6” frog box made from a Kathy Wise pattern. The lid has an intarsia frog on top and an inlaid frog
on the bottom. My next piece was an idea taken from the spring issue of Scrollsaw Magazine. I made a wood version
of a drawing by my 8-year-old granddaughter. I was flattered when she had her dad hang it up in her bedroom. My
bird was a fretwork sparrow, designed by Charles Hand. It’s a work in progress; we’ll see how it turns out.
Steven Showed three very nice, elegant-looking birds on separate stands. He used oak and purple heart.
Alain is making a Swiss fretwork clock and it is as beautiful as always. He is using a 1936 antique movement for the
inner workings. There were, however, problems with the pattern in that he was forced to make several changes to
the design. For the challenge, he showed a beautiful fretwork hummingbird piece and a 1/2” thick osprey.
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PUZZLE

MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

Grid and Bare It

How to play: Complete the numerical grid so that every row, column and 3 x 3 box contains all
digits from 1 to 9.
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SHAKER LAP DESK PROJECT:
THE BACKSTORY

MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

I

t has been my experience that woodworking projects often lead to lessons writ large and small, as well as occasionally producing unplanned side benefits. The Shaker lap desk undertaking was a labyrinth of side trips, surprises, and new knowledge. It started innocently enough from a show-and-tell presentation of a Shaker step
stool offered at a monthly cabinetmakers meeting.
A Shaker step stool is a remarkably simple piece of furniture, requiring only four pieces of lumber, through-dovetails, and a mortise and tenon joint. Yet, I found the presenter’s perfect-fitting joinery and clean, straightforward
design to be immensely attractive. That very evening, I resolved to make a step stool based on the same classic design
principles. For the construction, I used a Keller jig to cut the dovetails. It worked admirably, and in the process, I had
the opportunity to chat with David Keller, who was very generous with advice and guidance, an unexpected project
bonus.
The two seemingly unrelated events, a regularly scheduled show and tell discussion and the ensuing project, resulted in a continuing interest in Shaker design and dovetail joinery.
Another unrelated event that influenced the Shaker lap desk project was an offshoot from an ongoing discussion
with another LIW member about choosing between hand and power tools for given tasks. One fact this author recognized was his own minimal personal experience with hand-cutting dovetail joinery. Thus, the stage was set for lots
of research and practice.
There are many videos available on YouTube for cutting dovetails. Other videos on the subject are available for purchase. Detailed information is available from written material. Each of these knowledge streams was pursued. As I
write this last sentence, the title of a completely unrelated book comes to mind – naturalist Arthur Loveridge’s
“Many Happy Days I have Squandered.” The title nicely captures the spirit of the research effort. Some of the noteworthy woodworkers who have offered instruction and advice on hand-cut dovetails include Christian Becksvoort,
David Charlesworth, Rob Cosman, Jonathan Katz-Moses, Frank Klausz, William Ng, Christopher Schwarz, Paul
Sellers, and Marc Spagnuolo.
A standard message emerged – careful layout, flat and perpendicular walls, and much practice produce better dovetail joints. Woodworkers need to know their tools, regardless if they are power or manual based. Especially with hand
tools, muscle memory needs to develop to assure consistent saw lines and chiseling results. Undaunted, many practice layouts and cuts with saws and chisels followed. Different wood stock was tested, including soft and hardwoods
of varying thicknesses from ¼” up to 5/4 stock. Slowly, nascent skill and muscle memory developed for through
and half-blind hand-cut dovetails. Knowledge and experience were acquired. Lots of firewood, too.
To the glee of woodworking equipment purveyors, the development of modest hand-cut joinery capabilities required
the purchase of several tools and accessories. A 4” divider, more chisels, two types of dovetail saws, another marking knife, better 0.5mm mechanical pencils, a 1:6 dovetail guide, and 3 (1:6, 1:8, and 14°) dovetail saddle markers. An
informative video on through dovetails by David Charlesworth was found on the Lie-Nielsen website and bought.
In the frenzy of procurement, another new relationship evolved. As luck would have it, a contact with the LieNielsen help desk resulted in a phone call, and some email swaps with Kirsten Lie-Nielsen. She manages the customer help function. Kirsten’s knowledge of tools and the administrative workings of the company are impressive.
She was able to solve my issue immediately. The contact was unplanned, but a valuable, unexpected outcome ensued.
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The skill acquisition and equipment procurement needed a focus. The project had to possess several characteristics.
The design had to further my exposure to Shaker architecture and employ period joinery techniques. The scope of
the project was a factor, nothing too large or complicated would work for an initial foray. In short, the selected project needed to provide a test drive that extended my experience and familiarity with some hand-tool techniques and
Shaker design.
After thumbing through articles and books on Shaker furniture, a lap desk seemed to fit the selection criteria. The
availability of Christian Becksvoort’s columns and a detailed project plan for a lap desk from Fine Woodworking, as
well as a lengthy DVD detailing Shaker lap desk construction obtained from Lie-Nielsen, were viewed as positive
signs and cemented the deal.
Once the project selection step was satisfied, many hours were spent reviewing the plans and acquiring the materials. As regularly seems to be the case, a couple of the necessary elements required unexpectedly lengthy searches to
find. Specifically, quarter-sawn, thin stock eastern white pine and cherry dowel of 1/8th inch diameter were surprisingly elusive.
Yellow pine can be readily found at local box stores and lumber yards, but eastern white pine not so much. And quarter-sawn white pine – fuhgeddaboudit! Burning up the internet and Google searches led to the KenCraft Company.
They carry exotic and domestic hardwood lumber, and even better, perform millwork, though eastern white pine is
not part of their online inventory. Having used the firm in a few earlier transactions, I called their customer support
and had the good fortune to get connected to the millwork supervisor, Kevin. I detailed my needs – clear, two pieces
of 8” W x 48” L x 3/8” T quarter-sawn eastern white pine, and two pieces each of flat-sawn 8” W x 48” L x 3/8”
T and 6” W x 24” L x ¼” T pine as well as two pieces of 6” x 24” x 3/8” hard maple. The order reflected about
50% extra to allow for waste and possible shipping damage. Kevin said there was no pine in stock, but he would
check with his suppliers. Eureka! Kevin located the wood, performed some requested millwork, and shipped the
order about two weeks later. The wood arrived, and it was immaculate, precisely what was specified.
The 1/8th diameter inch cherry dowel was another story altogether. After much futile searching, the nearest material found was ¼” cherry dowel. The idea was to reduce it to 1/8” D using a dowel-maker or a drill press and to sand
the wood to the required size. Briefly, neither approach was successful. Going very carefully and slowly still resulted
in split stock using the dowel-maker. The drill press and sandpaper or rasp idea may have worked if sufficient
patience was expended. However, it was hard to imagine a Shaker woodworker spending hours and hours on producing six pieces of ½” L X 1/8” D diameter dowel. Maybe they used square stock; perhaps they used dowels of
greater diameter, possibly no pegs were used, who knows? Short of visiting a Shaker museum, the answer remained
a mystery until contact was made with Jerry Grant, Director of Collections and Research for the Mount Lebanon
Shaker Museum. Sometimes breadboards were attached with glue only, while other examples employed tacks or dowels. This woodworker hoisted the white flag of surrender and used 1/8” diameter birch dowel. When the investment exceeds the reward, it is time to move on.
Some knowledge gained from a given project can be unexpected. I was surprised to find that, in part, Christian
Becksvoort’s excellent DVD also serves as an infomercial for Lie-Nielsen Toolworks. Their dovetail saw, chisels,
planes, and clamps are featured in the video. One demonstrated tool was a plow plane, yet at the time of this writing, it is not yet commercially available from Lie-Nielsen; a prototype was used for the DVD. Adding to the confusion was a design requirement for utilizing the plow plane to make a groove ¾” D x 1/8” W. In fact, it was exactly this tool’s lack of availability that prompted the contact to the Lie-Nielsen help desk which was mentioned earlier
in this article. The initial response from Lie-Nielsen explained the plane was a prototype and went on to recommend
checking alternative websites for a substitute. The closest found was a Veritas small plow plane that sells for about
$339 with five blades and provides a maximum depth of cut of ½”, not the specified ¾”. The decision was made
to forgo the plane altogether and make the 1/8” W x ¾” T unstopped grooves using a table saw outfitted with a
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standard kerf blade.
The following photograph depicts the raw wood which has been milled square except for the dowel, of course.

The plans called for two dividers, each of a different size, though different renditions of Shaker lap desks sometimes
use one divider or two identical pieces. Since the curves are similar, a template was developed to maintain arc consistency.

Next, the bottom and top sections were formed with glue-ups. A quarter-round edge was made on the bottom’s top
sides only.

One reason the Shakers used quarter-sawn eastern white pine is that it has the smallest coefficient of expansion of
any north American wood, and therefore the least movement due to climatic changes (see Wood Handbook, Forest
Products Laboratory, U.S. Department of Agriculture).
The fronts and sides were cut to size and jointed using hand-cut through dovetails. The pieces were assembled and
care was taken to maintain squareness. While making a final examination of the unassembled parts, a small measurement error was found for the drawer opening, and a stopped dado had been missed, which is used for connecting the short divider to the carcass side. Both issues were corrected before the glue-up.
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After careful alignment and fingers crossed, the carcass was simply glued to the bottom. If thicker stock were used,
I would have preferred to cut a rabbet around the four sides of the base to assure proper alignment during glue-up.

Next, the tails were cut for the short divider. However, after cutting the pins, I found that I goofed by cutting them
in the wrong direction. Too bad, since a perfect dovetail joint was realized. The pins were recut on a new piece of
wood, the part fitted, and the joint glued. Another lesson learned.
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The ensuing steps focused on constructing and assembling a small drawer that fits in a space located at the right rear
of the lap desk. The following photograph shows most of the components after cutting them to size. Additional
millwork produced a groove and rabbets to support the other parts. The long side seen at the top of the picture
required cutting a 3/8” W x 4 1/8” L slot for the drawer keeper (more on this below). The slot was made with a
table router and squared with a chisel. The drawer front used 3/8” T pine stock. The other components were ¼”
eastern white pine.

The short side piece was jointed to the drawer’s back with through dovetails. Both sides were attached to the front
with half-blind dovetails. During glue-up, the entire assembly was concealed by the clamps. As a side note possibly
of interest for LIW members, the parallel clamps in the photo below are from Gabe Jaen’s shop.

Once assembled, the small drawer proved to be lightweight and surprisingly sturdy. The small knob (1/2” diameter
x ¾” long) depicted below was purchased.
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The drawer keeper is quite diminutive (5/16” T x 5/8” W x 1 ¼” L) and milled from hardwood. Here was another deviation from Shaker standards, since scrap Sapele was used to make the piece. After milling, the keeper emerged
in final form. The keeper’s center post required precise adjustments to fit exactly in the slot. Once installed, the
keeper prevents the drawer from falling out of the desk.
The lap desk’s top required substantial millwork to accommodate the maple breadboards. The perfect hand tool for
the job is a skew block plane. It makes precisely dimensioned rabbets. These flanges or tenons are about 1/8” –
3/16” in thickness and ¾” wide. Not having one of these planes resulted in the millwork being accomplished on a
table saw using a ¾” dado blade stack. The correct depth of cut was attained after several approximations on scrap
lumber and test fitting using the maple breadboards.

Readers may recall that a table saw was used to cut the 1/8” wide x ¾” D groove in each breadboard. This was a
through-cut. Principally for cosmetic purposes, 5/8” x ¾” sections were trimmed from the ends of each flange, and
maple inserts 3/16” T x ½” W x 13/16” L were glued into the groove ends to convert them to stopped cuts.

THE WOODRACK

The two breadboards are shown, one with the ends plugged and the other stacked above showing the through dado
cut. Also, three 1/8” diameter holes were drilled into each flange and breadboard so the pegs could pass through.
The end holes were lengthened to allow for wood movement. The completed flanges are enlarged and shown in the
following drawing:

Once assembled, both sides and the front were shaped with a quarter-round on the upper edges.
High-quality brass hinges were installed, and the top and bottom attached. Fully assembled, the Shaker lap desk is
depicted in the photos below:

lap desk was disassembled for finishing, which included a final sanding to 220 grit and removing all sharp edges and
corners to protect users from cuts. Initially, spray-on, clear, dewaxed shellac was selected for the finish. Two coats
were applied, and light sanding was performed after each of the applications.
The results were not aesthetically pleasing to the author. The raw wood look was unappealing. Additional research
found that Shakers often painted their projects. Bright colors such as blue, red, yellow, and green were employed.
Most of these formulations were milk-based. Some Shaker workpieces used homemade varnishes. New possibilities emerged.
After much experimentation, amber shellac was selected for the final finish. The amber color produced a finish that
was warmer than clear shellac. Further, its translucent quality permitted the grain and joinery to show through.

To summarize, a show and tell type of presentation of a particular furniture style led to weeks of exploration, new
skills and professional contacts, knowledge acquisition, and an elegant lap desk. Upon reflection, the project provided an excellent payoff for a modest investment.
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